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It is of interest to obtain properties of this solution
set. In at least one case, it is convex:

51this paper, we are concerned with establisbig
the pmpertles of solution sets of certain errors

lo-variables problems. More precisely, we assume
tbat a condance matrix C of a vector x from a
vector sequence of independent zero mean me*
surements is known. Each entry z+ of the measurement vector z is assumed to be the sum of a
signal component si and noise component ni, with
tllt property that

T h e m 1.1 (See e.g.
Kalman (1982)and
Kalman (1983)) With the above problem descrip
tion and the heumption that dl entries of C-' are
nonzero, the following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) for some diagonal matrix P with diagonal entries fl,(PCP)-"has all positive entries

-

> >

(ii) Any 3 for which C
3 0 with E 2
diagonal necessarily has corank 1.
Under these conditions, the solution set is determinabie as follows. Let m~ , mz ,
,be the
columns of (PEP)-l. Then {EXirni, X i 2 O,Xrf
0 for at least one il is the solution set.

...

Wrther, it is assumed that is diagonal and that
@n] = E[n] = 0 hold. Also, s and n are from
hdependent sequences.
in the problem of interest here, and are unknown. Clearly there are many additive decompositions t2) of a given C into nonnegative definite
and E, where is in addition diagonal Now
h e a r relations among the entries of s evidently
correspond to nullvectors of E. The mra-inPariuble aolution set corresponding to the given
covariance C is the set of linear relations among
$he entries of s consistent with C, ie. thaset of
vectorsy for which there is a matrix C satis9ing C Z 2 0 and Z C is diagonal, such that
EW = 0 holds.

>

-

Notice that if w is in the solution set of any C,
so is pw for any nonzero s d s r p By requiring,
aay, C X i = 1 above we can obtain a nonredundant solution set which is a convex polytope (ie.
a convex body which is the intersection of a finite
number of half-spaces). However, for a general
C, the solution set cannot be described as above
with the aid of nonnegative Xi, and so one seeks
an alternative way to eliminate redundancy, the
simplest involving a normalization of w. This will
in general be done by taldng w l = 1. Often, especially in graphical representations, we can then
discard the first entry of w. In case wl = 0 before
nonnalization, this introduces as part of the normalization process, infinite vectors as illustrated
in the following example:

t"'

Fig. 1. Solution set cmrsponding b the 3 x 3 inverse
covariance of (3), with the &st entry zz of w.
ery vector nnndiaed to 1.
Suppose I;is such that

(and disproving) this conjecture, in part with an
example.

In relation to the example defined by (3) the conjecture's statement about the part of the 501~tion set lying in the first orthant is clea~,while
.it is more problematical for the other two relevant orthants. The join of s2 to sr is via the
point at infinity, which can be regarded as on
the boundary of an orthant. Lines from D and
E also join to this point. An alternative to cop
ing with joins involving the point at infinity is to
vwy the sign of individud components of the vector with covariance S (corresponding to replacing
C by PCP, where P is a diagonal matrix of &l
entriee) and resale, thereby transforming sz (or
ss) to (1 1 1)'. R e s d n g involves replacing T:
by AEA for some diagonal A. (This sign inversion and rescaling maps an infinite solution subset in the quadrant containing sz to a finite subset
mthib the first quadrant).
Choose P = diag(1, 1, -1). Then

The solution set is plotted in Fig. 1 Note that
dlrS2,S5 are the vectors defined by the columns
of S (after -ding
the first entry, normalized
to 1-there is simply no need to plot it). We argue
later how this solution set may be derived.

Rescding introduces

Under the conditions of the theorem, we have one
example of a solution set which is a single convex
polytope. In the abuve example, which does not
obey the conditions of the theorem (as may be
checked by considering candidate matricesp); the
solution set is a finite union of convex polytopw.
The theorem and this example, together with the
ideas of de Moor and V a n d e d e (1986b) and
de Moor and Vandede(1986a), actually gives
rise (for the case of C of arbitrary dimension) to
the f o l l m
Conjeetwe:
'Consider any one orthant of the solution space (with axes
x ~ . z ~..).
, Identify in it the points si
corresponding to the wlnmns of S =
C-', after sealing to nomalice the Rrst
row and column of S to be 1. Identify
also the points on the boundary of the
orthant which Lie on a join of any si in
the orthant to an s j in a dserent orthant, subject-to such points on the orthant boundary being found to lie in the
solution set (for which a simple test exists). Then the convex hull of the points
s; in the orthant and the identified points
on the orthant boundary defines the intersection of the solution set with that
orthant.

.

Most of this paper is concerned with investigating

Now the solution set can be plotted in a plane
with axes z1 and xa. A diagram very like that
of Fig. 1 would result. The point a t infinity in
the diagram of Fig. 1 (due in effect to attempted
nomdization of x2 and zs by the value of XI,
when that is zero)would become a single point on
the zs axin (where x1 = 0) in the sewnd figure.
The point at infinity in the second figurn (due to
z2 = 0) would correspond to the point E in Fig. 1.
Because of the possibility of varying the sign of
individual components of the vector with covariance C (as explained above), ii is evident that
in imrestigating the conjecture that we only need
to consider one orthant, and.for convenience, we
shall work with the first orthant, containing sl r
(1 1 ... 1)'.
We break the investigation into two broad parts.
Broadly speaking, in Section 2 we establish what
the edges are, of that part of the solution set lying in the first orthaut. (A number of the ideas

msarcnot new, but gathered from earlier works,

Let a symmetricpositive definite C be given, with

Mpeodiy de Moor and Vandewalle (1986b) and
nDwtler and Anderson (1991))- In Section 3, we
the fonn of the surfaces which bonnd
$be solution set. Section 4 contains concluding
reinarks

p&ninarg to this, let us observe now that
n o ~ a l i m t i o nensures thak the intersection of
ae=Intion set with the &st orthant is always
hounded.
proposition Let C be a positive definiie matrix such that the first row and
column of S = C-' are dl I, and sjx f 0
for all j, k. Consider the set of vectors x
XI& that 3 = 1, xi 2 0 far d l i
snd _Cz = Cz for some diagonal E with
0 5 C L C. Then this set is bounded.

All pmofg are omitted due to space limitations.
k t us now describe the contents of the rest of
&hepaper; In the next section, we shall consider
rome properties of edges of the solution set. We
shall particularly be interested in the edges of that
paEt of the solution set lying in the first orthant.
In Section 3, we shall consider a 4-variable p t o b
lm where S has a particular sign pattern. With
normalization of XI to 1, the mlntion set is then
a bounded $dimensional set in the f i t orthant.
We show that there is a finite number of bounding
surfaces of which one is, in general, not flat. Moreover, its curvature rules out a convexity property
fur the soiution set.

(The latter assumption is made to avoid nongeneric problems). Equations (4) will be standing assumptions. Of course, each s j is itselfin the
solution set, beinga solution corresponding to a
noise model with C having zero entries except in
the ith diagonal entry, where i t tskes the value
s71:
.I

where q is the ith unit vector. Eacb si will
be termed an elementary .solution, and each pair
sj, sj defines a straight line of infinite extent pass.
ing through the two points. Certain points on
this line dso lie in the solution set, as is probably
d
l known by now. Most of the followingappears
in de Moor and Vandewalle (1986b) and Deistler
and Anderson (1991) and accordingly the proof is
omitted:

Propition 2.1 Under the standing assumptions
2.1, let s;, s j be two distinct elementary solutions
with i < j. Consider the associated line passing through them. If y > 4 the points between
and including si,sj are pndsely those on the line
which lie in the solution set, and if sij < 0, the
points other than those strictly between si and s j
are precisely those in the solution set. The point
Xsi + (1 X)sj has associated noise matrix

-

= diag[O,.-. ,0,

PAIBS

2. SYSTEMS DEFINED BY
OF
ELEMENTARY SOLUTION

In this section, o w aim is to obtain enough p r o p
erties concerning the edges of that part of the sclution set which lies in the first orthant as to allow
easy determination of these edges for the particular case considered in the next section The key
is first of all t o consider how the join of two e l e
mentary solutions (h.
solution set points defined
via the columns of S) intersects the solution set
(Proposition 2.1). Following t b i we then conslder where such joins intersect the boundary of
the first orthant and how these boundary intersection points can themselves determine edges of
that part of the solution set lying in the first o r
thant. Properties of the intersection points are
covered in Proposition 2.2: the key conclusion is
that they are associated with E of corank greater
than 1. Properties of their joins are considered in
proposition 2.3. -

I-x

O' Xsij

X
+ (1 - X)Sii ,o,.-.,

X~ii

+ (1 - X)sjj

,0,...,0]

the nonzaro entries being in position i and j, with
values of X restricted to [0, l] in case si, > 0 and
outside (0.1) in ease sij < 0

Remark
2.1 Under our normalization conditions, sit =
1 Vi, so that the join of 81 to 9i is dways
in the solution set.
2.2 Suppose that a< and s j are in the same quadrant. Then all components and in particular
the corresponding ith components have the
same sign. Since sii > 0, this means s i j > 0
and so their join is in the solution set.
2.3 Consider the example described in Section 1,
see Fig. 1. This proposition implies that the
line segments AB, AC are in the solution set,
and that the fine segment BC.is not; the extensions of the line BC beyond C and beyond

satisfies1

B (out to infinity) are in the set.
In the following Proposition, a specialization of
this result is obtained for the case of the join between SI and si ,with si not in the first quadrant.
This means that the join of sl and si intersects
some orthant boundary, x j = 0 say.
I t turns out that the noise matriv associated
with this intersection ~redictedby- Proposition
2.1
is not unique, in that thereis another noise matrix
associated with-this intepsedion point for which
the associated E = C - E has corank 2; wrresponding to this noise matrix there are two linearly independent solutions, and the intersection
point lies on theline joining them. More precisely
(and the ideas are implicit in Deistler and Ander
son (1991)):
Pmposiiion 2.2 Under the standing assumption
2.1, suppose si does not lie in the first qnadrwt,
so that.for some j,with j # 1,j # i , there holds
sii < 0. Then

-.

(a) the join of si and si intersects the orthat
boundary xj = 0 at the point

s ~- js i j

(h) the associated
sition 2.1 is

slj

- a;j

-

CXA= ZAXA

O S ~ ~ < E

(x- EVA)= 2.

and

Remark
2.4 Onesan regard the procedure for c o n s t p c t
ing XuA as one of starting with E - ELA,
such that the latter has one eigenvalue eero
and the rest ~ositive.Then the jth diagonal
entry of C - ELAis decreased; this does not
(in this case) affect the aero eigenvalue, but
lowers the others. The procedure stops when
a second eigenvalue befomes zero, at which
point C L ha8
~ beco-me CUA.It is clear that
if the jth entry of Cu~-were any larger than
the d u e in (i'), E - XuA would fail t o be
nonnegative definite
2.5 The hypoth&s of the proposition included
the requirement that s; not he in the &at ort h m t so that sij < 0 for some j. This ensures
that sj also do& not lie in the first otthant,
and the join of sl and sj must intersect the
o r t h ~ boundary
t
zi = 0. The point of inter
section, by the Proposition, is defined by

matrix predicted by Propo

-

sij

ELA = diag

..

.

,o,...,

-SljSli
S lj
,o,...
-

SllSij

0, - 9 . s
a]

1.

+ sljsii

I

The associated rnattix from Proposition 2.1
is

-

Sij

ELC = diag

-

qo,...,

SllSij srjs1;
sli
0, -s<js,* s,,sjj9 0'- . - . o

+

(6)

I

= diag %;0,-..,0,
sii

(the nonzem entries being in positions 1and
i)
(c) Define

5U.4

= diag [ZIA + diag (o,o,.

.

*,

1

o>s..-s..'o,...
11
11
with the nonzero entry in the second summand occurring in-the jth-dingopl en_try.
Then any diagonal En with X A 5 EA 5 EVA

I

-1

(the nonzero entries being in positions 1and
j) and a Eoc noise matrix with the prop
e ~ t ythat:
Zuc has corank 2 is given by
CUA = Euc. Hence 2.4 and xc are two
linearlv inde~endentsolution vectors (unless.
they &in&;,
which is nongeneric),'which
correspond to the same noise covariance matrix. Any linenr combination of ZA and r c
obmoudy must necessarily correspond to the
same noise covariance ma&, which meam
that all points joining XA and x0 a n in the

-

The tabecript L and [I ataad for lower and mppn.

'

:

&sm"
l*BB&er~wonsevidently establish the fol-

!W
pla)ror*

i ~ $E;$
a Under the standing assumptions

zl,,~ppQas.m
sij ~< 0 for some i < j. Let A
W ulcpmn&mn:of thdine joining sl to si with
marazhan3;.boundary,zj = 0 and C the interseeline joining ST to sj with the orthant
fjorl
gQun&~ xi: = .O. Let. i r , s c denote the coorpf ,A ah+Ci Then =A and zc are two
d a w n ~ c ~ o ~ . . i a g e . n!&early
~ a l independent,
-pydig.to
the following noise covari-

a m matrix 6;

Fig. 2. Cornem of solution set (with certain joining
lines) for c o d a n e c matrix with ina.in

.m

nonaeru entries g positions 1,; and j.

vms matrix.. -'E = C has %ran&2, and dl

pdln.~gn r&.join,of.A .and C are in the sobtion

-

the same noise covariance matrix E.

&

In Fig 1 this means tbat the i n t e p l ED is in the
roiuna. set, and there is asingle C matrix of rank
%' w.&tedmiEh wery point on the interval.

'Ih m s b a t e these ideas in a higher dimension,
oomder a E for which the sign pattern of S is as
M m a

F1g. Z.de@icts abdimensiond plot of the elemen-

bwr solutiork, and &joining

lines. The line
s t 9 is that partof the join of sl and ss lying in
8he 62st orthant; similarly for SIC,szB, s a x The
&ai&t lines
and CD are on the boundary
af.th.e &st orthkt. The lines siA, S I C , ~ B
s2D.
,
W d r i s i d contain solution set points, by Propo, W O ~ ~ ~ : . B YProposition 2.2 and Eropoaition 2.3,
the straight. line AC-consists of solution points
[dlcorresponding t o ):of corank 2). Similarly for

ED.

In t h e next section, we turn our attention to considering the lines AB, CD and other properties of
thesolution set, particularly the part lying in the
Arst quadrant.
Dne might expect that the part of the solution set
lying in the first quadrant

- has corners sl,s2,A, B,C and D

- his

edges slA,slC, 5 3 3 , e D , A C , BD,AB
and C D

consists of all points on the surfaces
s ~ A B s z , s l A C , s ~ Band
D ABCD, and the
interior

As it turns out, tbis ia tme. The,conjecture examined in the paper is that addition*

-

surfaces S I A B L B ~ ~ , S I A C , Sand
~BD
ABCD are planar.

the

That the first three of .the surfaces are planar is
virtually self-evident. We shall establish that in
general, ABCD is no1 planar although the surface ib on the bounday of the solution set. Bmce
the part of the schrlimr set in the first padmnt ib
NOT a wnmz polytope.

FIRST ORTHANT
SOLUTION SET FOR FOUR VARIABLE
3. DESCRIPTION OF

CASE
Let us recapitulate. Considering the diagram
of Fig. 2, and the identified first orthant pointe
s l , sz, A, B, C ,D, we have proven that all solid
d r a m lines and the he0 dash line segments AC
and BD comprise points in the solntion set. We
have also established that s l s ~ A Band
, stszCD
are planar quadrilateral and comprise points in
the solution set. All this is consistent with the
original conjktnre. At this point, we might then
examine the quadrilateral ABCD and ask if it is
planar, and c&nprises points in the solution set.
The foUowing proposition deah with the planar

Proposition 3.1 Suppose tbat a pmitive definite
C gives rise to S x Z-' of the form of (12), with
S = (slsasssr). With reference t o Fig. 2, consider
the four points A,B, C ,D with coordinate vectom
XA,XB,XC,ZD. Then the matrix [ZA z~ zc so]

is generically nonsingular, so then A,B,C and D
are in general not coplanar; it is however singular,
so that A, B, C and D are coplanar, if sz3= SZ,.
Despite the fact that ABCD does not in general
form a planar quadrilateral, it can be shown that
the four straight intervals AB, BC, CD, and
DA are edges of a curved surface (actually a ruled
surface in the sense that the surface is generatable
as a union of an infinite number of line segments)
corresponding to all those first quadrant solutioo
vectors for which there exists a noise covariance C
such that C C has corank 2.

-

The points x which are corank 2 solution lie on
a ruled surface. with the straight l i e intenrals
ending a t points on AB,CD, more exactly at the
points UZA (1 - P)ZB and a x c (1 - U)ZDfor
a E [O, 11. The part of the surface lying in the
first orthant is bounded by the fout straight lines
AB, BD,DC and CA.

+

+

To complete our discussion of the surkce ABCD
of solution vectors correspondidg to corank two
solutions, let us note that the shape ofthis surface
means that ihe solufion set cannot in gencml be
cmvez. More s p d c a l l y , we havel

Pmposition 3.2 The diagonal line AD of the
(skew) quadrikteral ABCD only falls in the solotion set if s=
s~ and the diagonal line B C only
falls in the solution set if szj 3%. If sz3 = S ~ J ,
ABCD is a planar quadrilateral and all points lie
in the solution set.

<

>

In reference t o Pig. 2, we see that the mled surface A_BCD is on the bounday, being assodated
with C where corank (C C) > 1; sls2AB
and SISPCD
are on the boundary, being associated with points where one entry of G is zem.
The remainder of the boundarg will consist of two
, and C in one and sz,B and
surfaces, with S I A
D in the other, with the surface bounded by the
BD and
straight lines slA,AC and Csl and SZB,
Dsz.

-

More generally, we can complete an identification
of the solution set in the Erst orthant. To summarise, its boundaries are
(i) the (planar) quadrilaterals slszBA and
SJSZDC,
where Z44 and
are zero, respectively, in the associated noise matrices.
(ii) the triangles slAC and szBD where Zw and
61 are zero, re8pectiveIy, in the associated
noise matrices
(iii) the ruled surface with edges defined by
A, B,C,D, in general not planar, and carresponding t o noise matrices where corank
(E-C)>l

e

Moreover, unless sz3 = sZ4,the curvature of the
-led surface precludes the solution set from being
convex.
4. CONCLUSION
The results of this paper lead to the conjecture
that 3-a given C has the property that maxcorank
(C - Z) = 2, for all diagonal with 0 5 C 5 C,
then the associatedsolutionset would be bounded
by 0at and rnled surfaces, or hypemurfaces. It
would be of particular interest t o examine this
conjecture for the case of a 4 x 4 C with inverse S having a sign pattern with d l negative
off-diagonal entries. This is the only case effectively distinct from (12) and the case examined in
Theorem 1.1.
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